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Sara Klugman   

Rumi was Wrong
Rumi once wrote that “being human is a guest house,” an open 
   door,
an unfurnished body, a ribcage bowl. When I think about the 
   body

as a wooden house in the Berkshires, a motel on Cape Cod, a bed 
   in the Adirondacks—
there are factory carpets, unclaimed cigarettes, pastel paintings. 

I’d like to paint my mailbox. I want to bring carpets and common 
   sense 
my mother laid down in winters & wallpaper with garlic skins of 
   past dinners.

I don’t want to think of inevitability, but to treat humans 
and bricks with deserved fortification. I’ll core earth

from below my feet in long cylinders, gather dirt 
in my teeth from unwashed vegetables to make mortar. 

The foundation will sit in the valley, arms resting on walls 
   beholden 
to mountains. Crenellations on castles: the hair on my head. I’ll 
   invite them in:

the post officers and prophets. Rumi insists that we will have 
   visitors, 
who plunder our homes and rent us out before returning the key. 
   But,

I’d protest. I have a zip code here in my body, I can prove it—
it is numbered by the bones in my foot, by the space as broad as 
   my hips,

underneath the sink, next to the double hinge.
It’s engraved by the weight of my conviction: I live here.

Sara Klugman   

Cold Fish
Standing in front of the cooler full of smoked fish on Wednesday
is enough to make any woman cry, startling

her sense of what is self-evident, what is animate 
when prepared plastic tubs of whitefish hit lower than the Miles 
   Davis she

listens to to fall asleep, when a fish’s implied salt unwillingly 
   shifts
her body to the left. Surely her equilibrium has been gone for days

maybe months, and surely equilibrium was always fiction—
and we only swim parallel with salmon, paired and orbiting.

Salmon, who climb ladders, lay eggs, leave homelands 
to be netted and be exhibited in this shelved refrigerator,

laying languid on our tables on Sundays, touching red onions and 
   fingers—
salmon that she, tipping left towards the boxed crackers, nearly 
   tastes:

smooth, wet, and Atlantic. Fish scales rest in the dumpster 
   outdoors
their kidneys hearts and stomachs split, coiled into delicacies.

There is nothing romantic about what is lost in sediments of 
   rivers—
it is not prudent to ask her to shift onto two feet because

in time she will feel that the tile floor is cold—the assorted
olives are on sale, it’s pouring outside, the fish remains stacked 
   and sealed.


